
CTRSS 
(Curtain Track Rail Support System) 

Designed to work with any lift system. 
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The CTRSS solves the conflicts between patient lift systems and privacy curtains in both patient 
rooms and bathrooms.    
  
The CTRSS will work with any manufactures ceiling patient lift system, including linear track and H-
track systems. The system is designed to provide patient privacy at all times.  
  
The CTRSS is installed approximately 84 inches off the floor, which allows the curtains to be removed 
and replaced without the use of ladders and step stools. The CTRSS systems are mounted at the 
walls with very few vertical supports, allowing the moving patient lift system to pass any and all 
directions while privacy is maintained. 
  
The CTRSS systems use Easy On - Easy Off hookless curtains which can be changed in seconds and 
will not stick or bunch up like traditional curtains! In addition, the Easy On - Easy Off cubicle and 
shower curtains can be made using any curtain, shower or disposable fabric. Our cubicle curtains 
meet all hospital requirements such as mesh length and fire code. 
  
The following is a list of the CTRSS products that will be used in either a private or multi person 
rooms to solve problems that the traditional cubicle curtain track cannot.  
  
·         CTRSS Drop-Down:  Often used with liner patient lift systems, the Drop-Down is mounted at 
the head of the bed which allows the patient lift motor to pass from side to side via the drop down. 
Patient privacy will be maintained at all times. The cubical curtains are positioned around the 
patient areas allowing privacy from every angle. 
·         CTRSS Gate: This system will allow the lift motor to pass through the swinging gate which 
holds a portion of the cubical curtain and provides patient privacy on both sides of the system as it 
moves down the track in whatever direction is required. 
·         CTRSS Articulating Swing Arm: This system is often used for areas with a toilet found in the 
patient room.  
·         CTRSS Trolley System: Primarily used with H-track patient lift systems, the Trolley System 
allows the lift to move either back and forth or sideways depending on the situation to maintain 
privacy independent of the patient lift.  
·         CTRSS Door Surround: This system allows private rooms that use a patient lift that provides 
full room coverage to have a functioning cubicle curtain around the door. 
·         CTRSS Shower Rod: Uses a gate system allowing patient lifts to be used when taking patients 
in and out of the shower. Will provide privacy patient and keep the water in the stall. 
  
Our products are manufactured in the United States and are under GSA contract. 
  
The CTRSS systems are patent pending.  
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Linear Curtain Track 

Door Surround 

Linear curtain system with drop down. 

Drop down system 
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Shower Rod System 

Linear track system 
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Drop down system 

Door surround 

Linear system 
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Swing Curtain for ICU open toilet 



Contact 
 
Head Office: 
Barrier Free Lifts, Inc. 
1620 SW 17th St 
Ocala, FL 34471 
 
Phone:  1-800-582-8732 
Fax:  1-866-378-3318 
 
California  
Branch Office: 
Barrier Free Lifts, Inc. 
12706 Hoover St. 
Garden Grove, CA 92841 
 
Phone:  1-800-521-2106 
Fax:  1-714-892-1507 
 
Email:   us-office@barrierfreelifts.com 
 
Internet:   www.barrierfreelifts.com 
 
Service Hotline 
Telephone: 1-800-582-8732 
 
Information Request 
Send us an email to:   us-office@barrierfreelifts.com  
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